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Abstract. This paper (which is the second part of a whole consisting of two parts) continues the 
investigation ofthe theory of2-structures initiated in Part J. In particular we investigate hierarchical 
representations of 2-structures through trees where the "local" relationship between direct descen­
dants of an inner node of a tree is given through a 2-structure. The main result of the paper is 
that (for such hierarchical definition) it suffices to consider trees where these local relationships 
are given by either a primitive 2-structure or a complete 2-structure or a linear 2-structure. Hence, 
each 2-structure can be constructed from (decomposed into) primitive, complete and linear 
2-structures. 
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I. Introduction 
In this paper we continue the investigation of 2-structures initiated in [2]. Now 
we investigate hierarchical representations of 2-structures through trees. The bridge 
between 2-structures and trees representing them is provided through labeled tree 
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families-these are "well-nested" families of sets which have natural representations 
through trees. 
Tree families, and tree families with elements labeled by 2-structures are intro­
duced and investigated in Section 3. Here also a method is established for associating 
(2s-labeled) tree families with a 2-structure; through this connection one obtains a 
method of associating a (node-labeled) tree with a 2-structure. 
In Section 4 the main result of this paper is proved. If one considers a 2s-labeled 
tree family {3 associated with a given 2-structure g, where the elements (sets) of {3 
are precisely the prime clans of g, then the 2-structures used to label the elements 
of {3 are special. In other words, with each 2-structure g one may associate a 
"construction tree of g" the inner nodes of which are labeled by special 2-structures. 
This means that each 2-structure can be constructed from three types of 2-structures: 
primitive, complete and primitive. 
In Section 5 we investigate ways of associating 2-structures with 2s-labeled tree 
families. In this way we obtain more understanding of how a tree, where in each 
inner node the relationship defined between its direct descendants corresponds to 
a 2-structure, defines a 2-structure. 
In Section 6 we consider labeled 2-structures. Now each partition class of a 2s 
gets a unique label (syntactic name). The theory of labeled 2-structures generalizes 
naturally the theory of2-structures, but the possibility of using unique names (labels) 
for equivalence classes allows one to obtain "stronger" results. In particular for a 
labeled 2-structure g there exists a unique construction tree which hierarchically 
defines g, where the local relationships between direct descendants of each local 
node are given either by a primitive labeled 2-structure or by a complete labeled 
2-structure or by a linear labeled 2-structure, where primitive, complete, and linear 
labeled 2-structures are the "labeled versions" of primitive, complete, and linear 
2-structures, respectively. Also in this section we elaborate more on the interpretation 
of arbitrary graphs (node-labeled, edge-labeled, ...) as labeled 2-structures. 
In Section 7 we discuss the grammatical nature of representing (labeled) 2­
structures by trees. We demonstrate how such trees may be seen as derivation trees 
in graph-grammars (see, e.g., [4]). 
2. Preliminaries 
Clearly, we assume the reader to be familiar with Part I of this paper [2]. Whenever 
we refer to a result from Part I, we precede the reference number by "I" (so, e.g., 
"Lemma 1.4.20" means Lemma 4.20 from Part I). 
In addition we need the following remark concerning trees. 
As usual, a graph h = (D, T) is a tree iff h is acyclic and there exists a node vof 
h (the root of h) such that each node of h is reachable from v by a unique path. 
We will consider partially (node-)Iabeled trees. In particular, an inner-labeled tree 
is a system h = (D, T, .:1, 11'), where h = (D, T) is a tree, .:1 is a finite nonempty 
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alphabet (of node labels) and cp : D -+.1 is a partial (node-labeling) function, which 
is defined on inner nodes of h only (a node of a tree is inner iff it is not a leaf). 
3. Tree families and 2s-labeled tree families 
In this section we will consider families of sets corresponding to trees, called 
accordingly tree families. Tree families with their elements appropriately labeled 
by 2-structures (the so-called 2s-labeled tree families) will provide representations 
for 2-structures; these representations are introduced in this section and further 
investigated in the following two sections. 
3.1. Definition. A tree family is an ordered pair (D, fJi), where D is a finite nonempty 
set, and fJi is a subset of 2D such that DE fJi, 0e fJi, SING{D) s; fJi, and for all X, 
Y E fJi, X, Yare not overlapping. 
We say that a tree family a = (D, fJi) is a tree family over D, and elements of fJi 
are called elements of a. We use TF{D) to denote the collection of all tree families 
over D. 
3.2. Remark. The nonoverlapping of elements of a tree family a = (D, fJi) allows 
one to associate with a a unique tree tree{a) = (V, T), where V = fJi and, for all X, 
Y E fJi, (X, Y) E T iff Y c X and, for no Z E fJi, Y c Z c X holds. Thus D is the 
root of tree{a) and the elements of SING(D) are the leaves of tree(a). 
Due to this correspondence we can now carryover to tree families the notation 
and terminology concerning trees. Hence, e.g., D is the root of a, the elements of 
SING{D) are leaves of a, the elements of fJi - SING{D) are the inner elements of 
a (their set is denoted by in (a», and for each inner X in a we have the direct 
descendants ofX in a (this set is denoted by ddes" (X». Note that, for each X E in{a), 
ddes,,{X) is a partition of X. 
3.3. Example. {{t, 2, 3, 4}, {{I}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {I, 2}, {2, 4}, {I, 2, 3, 4}}) is not a tree 
family because {t, 2} n {2, 4} ~ 0. 
3.4. Example. a = (D, fJi) where D ={I, 2, 3, 4, 5} and fJi = {D} u SING(D) u 
{{3, 4, 5}} is a tree family; tree{a) is as shown in Fig. 1. 
3.S. Example. a = (D, fJi) where D ={t, 2, 3, 4, 5} and fJi = {D} u SING{D) u 
{{I, 2}, {3, 4, 5}} is a tree family; tree{a) is as shown in Fig. 2. 
3.6. Example. a = (D, fJi) where D ={I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} and fJi = {D} u SING(D) u 
{{I, 2, 3}, {5, 6, 7}, {5, 6}} is a tree family; tree(a) is as shown in Fig. 3. 
It is convenient to use a somewhat different pictorial representation for trees 
associated with tree families. Each inner node is represented by a rectangle and 
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each leaf is represented by the element of the singleton forming the leaf. In this 
way for a as in Example 3.4, Example 3.5, and Example 3.6 we get the pictorial 
representation of tree( a) as in Figs. 4, 5 and 6, respectively. 
In this representation the set corresponding to an inner node X is the set of all 
leaves for which X is an ancestor, and the set corresponding to a leaf x is {x} 
(compare Fig. 4 with Fig. 1, Fig. 5 with Fig. 2, and Fig. 6 with Fig. 3). 
We will now consider tree families with their inner elements labeled by 2-structures. 
3.7. Definition. A 2s-labeled treefamily is a triple f3 :::: (D, ~, tp) such that a =(D, ~) 
is a tree family and tp is a function on in(a) such that, for each X E in(a), tp(X) 
is a 2s with dom(tp(X)) =ddes", (X). Moreover, if, for each X E in(a), tp(X) is 
special, then f3 is a special 2s-labeled tree family. 
We say that a (special) 2s-labeled tree family f3 = (D, ~,tp) is a (special) 2s-1abeled 
tree family over D. 
The notation and terminology concerning tree families carries over in the obvious 
way to 2s-labeled tree families. We use 2STF(D) and 2SsTF(D) to denote the 
collection of all 2s-labeled tree families over D and the collection of all special 
2s-labeled tree families over D, respectively. 
3.8. Example. Let f3 = (D, ~, tp), where a :::: (D, ~) is the tree family from Example 
3.4. tp(D) is the 2s (which is not special) shown in Fig. 7 and tp({3, 4, 5}) is the 2s 
shown in Fig. 8. f3 is a 2s-labeled tree family. f3 is not special. 
~ { 3,4,5 } 
{ 2 }. A 
Fig. 7. 
{5}~ 
/ 141 3)~ 
Fig. 8. 
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3.9. Remark. We stress once again (see Remark 1.3.5) that the use of labels in 
representing 2-structures is quite arbitrary. Thus in the above example the use of 
the same label A in representing both a partition class of q;(D) and a partition class 
of q; ({3, 4, 5}) is quite accidental. 
3.10. Example. Let {3 = (D, :JF, q;), where a = (D, :JF) is the tree family from Example 
3.4, q;(D) is as in Example 3.8, and q;({3, 4, 5}) is as shown in Fig. 9. {3 is a 2s-labeled 
tree family. {3 is not special. 
Fig. 9. 
3.11. Example. Let {3 = (D, :JF, q;), where a = (D, :JF) is the tree family from Example 
3.5, and q;(D), q;({1, 2}), q;({3, 4, 5}) are complete 2-structures. Then {3 is a special 
2s-labeled tree family. 
3.12. Example. Let {3 = (D, :JF, q;), where a = (D,:JF) is the tree family from Example 
3.6, q;(D) and q;({1, 2, 3}) are complete 2-structures, and q;({5, 6, 7}), q;({5, 6}) are 
linear 2-structures. {3 is a special 2s-labeled tree family. 
Analogously to associating a tree with a tree family, we associate an inner-labeled 
tree with a 2s-labeled tree family {3 =(D, :JF, q;) where in tree ( (D, :JF» each inner 
node X gets the label q;(X); this inner-labeled tree is denoted by 2stree({3). 
Now however, the label q;(X) is a 2s and so our pictorial representation could 
become quite involved (not readable?). To solve this problem we will use the 
following pictorial representation of 2stree({3). Each inner node X is represented 
(again) by a rectangle within which q;(X) is given, where elements of q;(X) are (as 
usual) represented by circles. Then there is an edge from each circle within this 
rectangle to the representation of the appropriate element of ddes/3(X); such an 
element is either a leaf (if the element is in SING(D» or an inner element (again 
represented by a rectangle with a representation of a 2s inside it). 
This pictorial representation is perhaps best explained by examples. For (3 from 
Examples 3.8, 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12, 2stree({3) is as shown in Figs. 10, 11, 12 and 13, 
respectively. 
We establish now a correspondence between 2-structures and (2s-labe\ed) tree 
families. Let us recall that, for a 2s g. flPC(6(g) = flPC(6(g) - {0}. 
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3.13. Definition. Let g =(D, R) be a 2s. 
(1) A treefamily ofg is a tree family (D,~) such that ~r;;;. C€(g). 
(2) The prime tree family ofg is the tree family (D, ~) such that ~= fPC€(g). 
(3) A 2s-labeled tree family ofg is a f3 = (D, ~, ~) E 2STF(D) such that a = (D, 
~) is a tree family of g, and, for each X E in(a), ~(X) =subg(X)/ ddes", (X). 
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(4) The shape ofg is the 2s-labeled tree family (D, ~, cp) of g such that (D, ~) 
is the prime tree family of g. 
For a 2s g we use TF(g), 2STF(g), ptf(g), and shape(g) to denote the set of all 
tree families of g, the set of all 2s-labeled tree families of g, the prime tree family 
of g, and the shape of g, respectively. 
3.14. Example. Let g be the 2s from Example 1.4.4. Then the tree family from 
Example 3.4 is a tree family of g, but it is not the prime tree family of g. The tree 
family a from Example 3.5 is the prime tree family of g. The 2s-labeled tree family 
f3 from Example 3.8 (see also Fig. 10) is a 2s-labeled tree family of g. The 2s-labeled 
tree family f3 from Example 3.11 (see also Fig. 12) is the shape of g. 
It is instructive to notice that for a 2s g and for an inner node X of the shape f3 
of g, ddes/3(X) is a partition of X into prime clans of g which are maximal w.r.t. 
X as expressed by the following result following directly from the definition of the 
shape of a 2-structure. 
3.1S. Lemma. Let g be a 2s, let f3 = shape(g), and let X E in(f3). Then ddes/3(X) is 
a partition ofX into prime clans ofg such that, for each Y E fJPce(g) where Y ~ X, if 
Z c Y for a Z E ddes/3(X), then Y = x. 
4. Basic properties of shapes of 2-structures 
In this section we investigate some basic properties of shapes of 2-structures. Our 
first theorem is the main result of this paper. It says that the labels of all inner 
nodes in the shape of a 2-structure are special 2-structures, which means (as we 
will discuss in the last section) that each 2-structure is constructed from special 
2-structures only. To prove this result we first need the following lemma. 
4.1. Lemma. Let g = (D, R) be a 2s, let X E fJPce(g), let @l be a partition of X such 
that @l ~ fJPce(g), and let @l' ~ @l. Let h = subg(X)/@l. If @l'E fJPce(h), then U@l'E 
fJPce(g ). 
Proof. By Lemma 1.4.10(2), @l ~ fJPce(subg(X». Hence, by Theorem 1.4.17(2), U@l'E 
fJPce(subg(X». Then, by Lemma 1.4.10(1), U@l'E fJPce(g). 0 
4.2. Theorem. For each 2s g, the shape ofg is a special 2s-labeled tree family. 
Proof. Let g be a 2s and let f3 =(D, ~, cp) be the shape of g. Assume to the contrary 
that there exists inner X E ~ such that cp(X) is not special. Hence there exists 
Z E ce(cp(X» such that Z is prime and nontrivial in cp(X). Then, by Lemma 4.1, 
UZ is a prime nontrivial clan in g. But UZ is a union of some, more than one, 
elements of ddes/3(X) and UZ:;f:. X, which contradicts Lemma 3.15. Consequently 
cp(X) must be special and the theorem holds. 0 
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4.3. Corollary. Let g be a 2s and let {3 = (D, fF, cp) be the shape of g. For each 
X E in(F), cp(X) is either primitive or complete or linear. 
Proof. Follows directly from Theorem 1.6.1 and Theorem 4.2. 0 
By Theorem 4.2, each 2-structure is built up from special 2-structures. While 
complete and linear 2-structures are "simple", primitive 2-structures are "complex" 
and (as building blocks) decisive for the "complexity" of a 2-structure. In this 
context it is instructive to notice that each 2s g is a substructure of a primitive 2s 
h (add one element u to g and establish rel(h) in such a way that, for all x, 
Y E dom(g), x ¢ y implies (u, x), (u, y) are not h-equivalent and (x, u), (y, u) are 
not equivalent). 
Our next theorem says that primitive substructures of a 2-structure g are not 
formed "accidentally"; they "sit in" those clans of g that are labeled (in the shape 
of g) by primitive 2-structures. 
4.4. Theorem. Let g be a 2s, let {3 = (D, fF, cp) be the shape ofg, and let h =(D', R) 
be a primitive substructure ofg such that I D'I ;;;. 3. Let X be the minimal (w.r. t. inclusion) 
element of fF such that D't;; X. Then cp(X) is primitive and h is isomorphic with a 
substructure of cp(X). 
Proof. Let X be the minimal (w.r.t. inclusion) element of fF such that D' t;; X. Let 
ddesfj(X) ={XI, ... ,Xn } for some n;;;' 2. 
(1) For each 1:s;; i:S;; n, ID' n Xi I :s;; 1. This is seen as follows. Since X, E <:g(g), by 
Lemma 1.4.10(2), Xi n D' E <:g(h). By the minimality ofX, Xi n D' cD'; thus, because 
h is primitive, ID' n X;!:S;; 1. 
(2) h is isomorphic with a substructure of cp(X). To see this take Y = 
{Xi: IX, n DI =1}. By (1) (and the definition of a quotient), h is isomorphic with 
sub<p(X)( Y). 
Now we conclude the proof of the theorem as follows. By Corollary 4.3, cp(X) 
is either complete or linear or primitive. If cp(X) is either complete or linear, then 
by (2) and Lemma 1.4.20, h is either complete or linear, respectively. Since ID'I;;;. 3, 
this implies (see Remark 1.4.24) that h is not primitive; a contradiction. 
Thus cp(X) must be primitive, and the theorem holds. 0 
Nonprime clans of a 2s g are located w.r.t the elements of shape(g) as follows. 
4.5. Lemma. Let g be a 2s, let {3 =(D, $, cp) be the shape ofg, let X E <:g(g) - g;<:g(g), 
and let Y E $ be the smallest (w. r. t. inclusion) prime clan ofg such that X c Y. Then 
(1) there exists Pll t;; ddesfj( Y) such that 1< 18111 < Iddesfj( Y)I and X =U811, 
(2) cp( Y) is either complete or linear, 
(3) subg (X)/811 is either complete or linear. 
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Proof. (1) Obvious (because X E C€(g) - g)lC€(g». 
(2) From (1) and Theorem 1.4.17 it follows that 'P ( Y) contains a nontrivial clan. 
Hence 'P( Y) cannot be primitive, and so, by Corollary 4.3, 'P( Y) is either complete 
or linear. 
(3) Follows directly from (1) and (2). D 
The last result of this section says how the equivalence relation of a 2s g influences 
the distribution of complete and linear elements of the shape of g. 
First we need the following definition. 
4.6. Definition. Let D be a finite nonempty set, and let a = (D, $) E TF(D). Let x, 
y ED. The least common ancestor ofx, y (in a), denoted lcaa(x, y), is the least (w.r.t. 
inclusion) Z E $ such that {x, y} ~ Z. 
4.7. Theorem. Let g = (D, R) be a 2s and let f3 be the shape of g. Let (x, y), (u, 
v) E B2(D) be such that W = Icaj3(x, y), Z = Icaj3(u, v), WE ddesj3(Z) and either both 
'P( W) and 'P(Z) are complete or both 'P( W) and 'P(Z) are linear. Then (x, y) and 
(u, v) are not g-equivalent. 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that (x, y) and (u, v) are equivalent. Let f/(Z, 
W) = (ddesj3(Z) - {W}) u ddesj3( W) and let ",(Z) = subg(Z)/ f/(Z, W). The follow­
ing claim follows directly from the above assumption. 
4.8. Claim. If both 'P( W) and 'P(Z) are complete, then ",(Z) is complete, and ifboth 
'P( W) and 'P(Z) are linear, then ",(Z) is linear. 
We now consider two cases separately. 
(1) Both 'P(W) and 'P(Z) are complete. Let T\Eddesj3(Z)-{W} and T2E 
ddesj3 (W). Then by Claim 4.8 and Lemma 1.4.23, {Tit T2}E C€( ",(Z», and so by 
Lemma 1.4.11 and Theorem 1.4.17, T\ u T2E C€(g). But, because (T\ u T2) and W 
overlap, this contradicts the fact that WE @lC€(g). 
(2) Both 'P( W) and 'P(Z) are linear. Let T\ E ddesj3(Z) - {W} and T2 E ddesf3( W) 
be such that Tit T2 are adjacent (w.r.t. the linear order of ",(Z» in ",(Z). Then by 
Claim 4.8 and Lemma 1.4.23, {T\, T2} E C€( ",(Z». This implies a contradiction as 
in (1) above. 
Since both cases (complete and linear) lead to contradiction, (x, y) and (u, v) 
cannot be equivalent. D 
5. 2-Structures of 2s-labeled tree families 
In the previous two sections we have shown how to associate a 2s-labeled tree 
family with a 2s. We will discuss now how to associate a 2s with a 2s-labeled tree 
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Fig. 14. 
family. In particular we will introduce the notion of the 2-structure of a 2s-labeled 
tree family which plays the main role in understanding the relationship between a 
2s g and 2-structures that become associated with the shape of g. 
In order to associate a 2s with a 2s-labeled tree family we need the following 
technical definition. 
5.1. Definition. Let D be a finite nonempty set, and let ex =(D, ~) ETF(D). Let x, 
y ED. The branching pair of x, y (in a), denoted bpa(x, y), is the ordered pair (X, 
Y) E ~ X ~, such that X, Y E ddesa(Icaa(x, y)), X E X and y E Y. 
5.2. Definition. Let D be a finite nonempty set, and let {3 = (D, ~, (() E 2STF(D). 
The 2-structure of (3, denoted 2s({3), is the 2-structure (D, R) such that, for all (x, 
y), (u, V)E E2(D), (x, y) R (u, v) iff /caJ3(x, y) = IcaJ3(u, v), and bpJ3(x, y) R bpJ3(u, 
v), where R= rel«({)(/caJ3(x, y»). 
It is easily seen that, indeed, 2s({3) is a 2-structure. 
5.3. Example. For the 2s-labeled tree family {3 from Example 3.10 (see Fig. 11), 
2s({3) is as shown in Fig. 14. 
The following obvious relationship (refinement) holds between the partition of 
2s({3) and the partition of a 2s g, where {3 is a 2s-labeled tree family of g. 
5.4. Lemma. Let g = (D, PP) be a 2s, let (3 E 2STF(g) and let 2s({3) = (D, PP'). Then 
for each P E PP there exists I/A s;; PP' such that P = UI/A. 
While the definition of a 2s({3) for a 2s-labeled tree family {3 is in a "bottom-up" 
style, one can set it up in a "top-down" manner leading to the following definition. 
5.5. Definition. Let D be a finite nonempty set, and let {3 = (D, ~, (() E 2STF(D). 
The substitution 2-structure of (3, denoted sub({3), is the 2-structure (D, PP) obtained 
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as follows. For each X e in(~), let [J'x =part(rp(X». For each X e in(~) and each 
Pe P}x, let M(P, X) =U(u.V)EPU x V. Then P} = {M(P, X): X e in(~), Pe P}x}. 
5.6. Remark. It follows directly from the above definition that if X e ~, x, z e X, 
and yeD-X, then neither (x, z), (x, y) are sub(,8)-equivalent, nor (z, x), (y, x) 
are sub(,8)-equivalent. 
5.7. Example. Let ,8 = (D, ~, rp) be the 2s-labeled tree family from Example 3.10 
(see Fig. 11) and let X =D. Then P}x ={PI, P2}, where 
PI ={({l}, {2}), ({2}, {l})}, 
P2 ={({l}, {3, 4, 5}), ({3, 4, 5}, {I}), ({2}, {3, 4, 5}), ({3, 4, 5}, {2})}, 
M(PI , X) ={(I, 2), (2, In, 
M(P2 , X)=({l, 2}x{3, 4, 5})u({3, 4, 5}x{l, 2}) 
={(1, 3), (1, 4), (1, 5), (2, 3), (2, 4), (2, 5), 
(3, 1), (3, 2), (4, 1), (4, 2), (5, 1), (5, 2n. 
It is easily seen that sub(,8) =2s(,8) is the one given in Example 5.3. 
It is indeed easy to see that for a 2s-labeled tree family ,8, 2s(,8) and sub(,8) yield 
the same 2s. 
5.8. Lemma. Let D be a finite nonempty set, and let ,8 e 2STF(D). Then 2s(,8) = 
sub(,8). 
5.9. Example. Let,8 be the 2s-labeled family tree from Example 3.12 (see Fig. 13). 
Then 2s({3) =sub(,8) is the 2s shown in Fig. 15. 
The relationship between the clans of2-structures from IDM(2s(,8» and elements 
of the 2s-labeled tree family ,8 is given by the following lemma (see the end of 
Section 1.7 for the definition of IDM(g) for a 2s g). 
Fig. 15. 
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S.10. Lemma. Let D be a finite nonempty set, and let {3 = (D, fIF, cp) E 2STF(D). For 
each g E IDM(2s({3», fIF e;;;. ce(g). 
Proof. Let g E IDM(2s(f3». From the construction of sub(f3) it follows that fIF e;;;. 
ce(2s(f3». By Lemma 1.7.14, ce(2s(f3»e;;;. ce(g). Hence fIFe;;;. ce(g). 0 
The relationship between a 2s-labeled tree family and the 2-structure of it is given 
by the following result. 
S.l1. Lemma. For each 2s-labeled tree family 13,13 E 2STF(2s(f3». 
Proof. Let 13 = (D, fIF, cp). 
(1) fIFe;;;. ce(2s(f3». This follows from Lemma 5.10. 
(2) For each X E in(f3), cp(X) = sub2S«(3)(X)/ ddes(3(X), This is seen as follows. 
Let X E in(f3), and let U, Y, Z, TE ddes(3(X), By the definition of the 2-structure 
of a 2s-labeled tree family, for all UE U, yE Y, ZEZ, tE T, (u, y) rel(sub2s«(3)(X» 
(z, t) iff (U, Y) rel(cp(X» (Z, T). By the definition of a quotient of a 2s, for all 
UE U,YE Y, ZEZ, tE T, (u,y) rel(sub2s«(3)(X» (z, t) iff (U, Y) rel(h) (Z, T), where 
h = sub2s«(3)(X)/ ddes(3(X), Consequently, (U, Y) rel(cp(X» (Z, T) iff (U, Y) rel(h) 
(Z, T), and so (2) holds. 
Now from (1) and (2) it follows that 13 E 2STF(2s(f3». 0 
Now we turn our attention to special 2s-labeled tree families. It turns out that 
now we can say more about 2-structures associated with a given (special) 2s-labeled 
tree family. 
To start with, we can characterize the elements of a special 2s-labeled tree family 
in terms of prime clans of its 2-structure. 
S.12. Lemma. Let D be a finite nonempty set and let 13 =(D, fIF, cp) E 2SsTF(D). Then 
fIF = f!Pce(2s(f3). 
Proof. Let 2s(f3) =(D, R). 
(i) fIFe;;;. f!Pce(2s(f3». By Lemma 5.10, fIFe;;;. ce(2s(f3». Consider X E fIF. Assume 
that there exists Y E ce(2s(f3» such that X, Y overlap. Hence, by Lemma 1.4.11(1), 
for all XEX-Y, yE Y-X, and ZEXn Y, (x, y) R (x, z); but yeX which 
contradicts Remark 5.6. Consequently no element of ce(2s({3» overlaps an element 
of fIF and so fIFe;;;. PC(2s(f3». 
(ii) f!Pce(2s(f3» e;;;. fIF. Assume to the contrary that there exists Y E f!Pce(2s({3» such 
that ye:!F. Since Ye fIF, Ye fTce(2s(f3» and so there exists Z E fIF such that Y c Z; 
let X be the minimal such Z. By (i), X E f!Pce(2s(f3) and each U E ddes(3(X) is in 
f!Pce(2s(f3». Thus, clearly (see Lemma 5.8), cp(X) = sub2s«(3)(X)/ ddes(3(X). By 
Lemma 1.4.10(2), YE f!Pce(subg(X». By Theorem 1.4.17(1), W={[y]ddeSIl(X): yE 
Y} E f!Pce(subg(X)/ ddes(3(X», Since X is minimal, IWI> 1, and since Y E 
f!Pce(subg(X», W is a union of some elements of ddes(3(X), but (because Ye fIF) 
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not of all of them. Hence IWI < Iddes/3 (X)I· Thus W is a nontrivial prime clan of 
lP(X) contradicting the fact that 13 is special. Consequently flJce(2s(f3» ~ [If. 
The lemma follows now from (i) and (ii). 0 
The correspondence between 13 and 2s(f3) in the case when 13 is special becomes 
quite precise. 
S.13. Theorem. Let D be a finite nonempty set and let 13 E 2SsTF(D). Then 13 = 
shape(2s(f3 ». 
Proof. The result follows from Lemma 5.12. 0 
Theorem 5.13 says that every 13 E 2SsTF(D) is the shape of a 2-structure, and in 
particular 13 is the shape of 2s(f3). By Lemma 5.4, all 2-structures g such that 
13 =shape(g) are such that part(2s(f3» is a refinement of part(g). 
6. Labeled 2-structures 
Until now we have been using labels to distinguish between different classes of 
a 2s rather than to identify the classes. In order to use labels to identify classes of 
a partition of the set of 2-edges we will introduce now the notion of a labeled 
2-structure. 
6.1. Definition. A labeled 2-structure is a 4-tuple g = (D, flJ, .1, IS) where (D, flJ) is 
a 2s, .1 is a finite set, and IS is an injective function from flJ into .1. 
.1 is referred to as the alphabet of labels of g and IS as the labeling function of g; 
we use alph(g) to denote .1 and labg to denote IS; also we use ualph(g) to denote 
the set {IS(P): PE flJ}; hence ualph(g) is the set of those elements of .1 that are 
really used to label classes of flJ. The 2s (D, flJ) is called the underlying 2-structure 
ofg and denoted by und(g); we also say that g is a labeled extension of und (g). 
We use 12s to abbreviate the term "labeled 2-structure", and we use L2S to denote 
the class of labeled 2-structures. 
Also, the terminology and notation of 2-structures carries over in the obvious 
way to the framework of labeled 2-structures. 
6.2. Remark. Given a 12s g = (D, flJ, .1, IS) we may consider IS to be a function from 
B2(D) into .1: for (x, y) E BiD), lS(x, y) = IS(P), where P E r!P is such that (x, y) E P. 
Now we can consider the "dual" specification (D, R, .1, IS) of g, where R is the 
equivalence relation on BiD) corresponding to flJ, and for all (x, y), (u, v) E B2(D), 
(x, y) R (u, v) iff 8(x, y) = 8(u, v). Hence specifying D, .1, and 8 (as a function 
on B2(D» yields the specification of g. 
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6.3. Remark. The notion of reversibility carries over to labeled 2-structures in a 
natural way. 
(1) A 12s g is reversible iff und(g) is reversible. We use rl2s to abbreviate the 
term "reversible labeled 2-structure", and we use RL2S to denote the class of 
reversible labeled 2-structures. 
(2) Let g =(D, PP, .1, 8) be a 12s. The reversible version of g, denoted rver(g), is 
the 12s (D, PP', .1', 8') such that .1' =.1 x.1, and 8' is defined by: for all e E E2(D), 
8'( e) = (8 (e), 8 (rev( e». It is easily seen that, as in the case of 2-structures, for each 
12s g, rel(rver(g» = ref(rel(g». 
The key notions of a substructure and of a quotient are defined for labeled 
2-structures analogously to the way they have been defined for 2-structures. 
6.4. Definition. Let g = (D, R, .1, 8) be a 12s and let X be a nonempty subset of D. 
The substructure ofg induced by X, denoted subll(X), is the 12s (X, R',.1, 8'), where 
8' is 8 restricted to E2(X). 
6.S. Definition. Let g =(D, R, .1, 8) be a 12s and let rYl be a partition of D such 
that rYl !:;;; C€(g). 
(1) The rYl-quotient ofg, denoted g/rYl, is the 12s (rYl, R', .1, 8') such that for all 
(X, Y) E E2(rYl), and all A E.1, 8'(X, Y) =A iff there exist x E X and y E Y such 
that 8(x, y) =A. 
(2) g/rYl is a quotient labeled 2-structure ofg. 
6.6. Remark. It is important to observe now that extending 2-structures to labeled 
2-structures satisfies the following properties. Let g be a 2s and let 12s h be a labeled 
extension of g. 
(1) If rYl is a partition of dom (g) such that rYl !:;;; C€(g), then h/ rYl is an extension 
ofg/rYl. 
(2) If X is a nonempty subset of dom(g), then subh(X) is a labeled extension 
of subg(X). 
This easy to see observation allows us to carryover the theory of 2-structures 
into the framework of labeled 2-structures. 
The notion of a morphism is adjusted to labeled 2-structures as follows. 
6.7. Definition. Let g\ = (D\, R\, .110 8\) and g2 = (D20 R20 .12, 82) be labeled 
2-structures, and let q> be a mapping from D\ into D 2 • 
(1) q> is a morphismfrom g\ into g2 iff q> is a morphism from und(g\) into und(g2)' 
(2) q> is an isomorphism from g\ onto gz iff q> is an isomorphism from und(g\) 
onto und (g2)' 
(3) q> is a label-preserving isomorphism from g\ onto gz iff q> is an isomorphism 
from g\ onto g2, and moreover, for all e E E2(dom(g\», 82(q>(e» = 8\(e). 
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For labeled 2-structures g, h we write g Ipisom h whenever there exists a label­
preserving isomorphism from g. onto g2' 
The following result points out a property characteristic for labeled 2-structures. 
6.8. Theorem. Let g., g2 be labeled 2-structures and let £n. ={X., ..• , Xd!:,;;; <€(g.), 
£n2 = {Y., ... , Yd!:,;;; <€(g2) be partitions of dom(g.) and dom(g2), respectively. If 
(1) for allI:s;;, i:s;;, Ie, subg,(X;) lpisom subg2 ( Y,), and 
(2) the function p,: £n .... £n2 defined by p,(X;) = Y; for all l:s;;, i:s;;, k, is a label­
preserving isomorphism of g.1 £n. onto g21 £n2, 
then g. lpisom g2' 
Proof. For each I:s;;, i:s;;, Ie, let cp; be a label-preserving isomorphism of subg, (X;) onto 
subg2( 1';) and let cJ> =U."";""k cp,. 
6.9. Claim. cJ> is a label-preserving isomorphism of g. onto g2' 
Proof of Claim 6.9. Consider (x, y) E Eidom(g.». Clearly, to prove the claim it 
suffices to show that labg,(x, y)=labg2(cJ>(x), cJ>(y». To this aim we consider two 
cases. 
(i) There exists I:s;;, i:s;;, k such that x, y E X,. Then cJ>(x) = cp;(x) and cJ>(y) = cp;(y). 
Since CPI is a label-preserving isomorphism of subg,(X,) onto subg2( Y;), this implies 
that 
labg, (x, y) = labg2( cJ>(x), cJ>( y». 
(ii) There exist I:s;;, i, j:s;;, k such that i ¥- j, X E X;, and y E X)' Then labg, (x, y) = 
labg,/9II,(X;, "'1). Since p, is a label-preserving isomorphism of g./£n. onto g21£n2, 
labg,/9II,(X" Xj ) = labg2/ fil2 ( Y" 1';). 
But 
labg2/ 9112( Y;, 1';) = labg2/ fil2(cp,(x), CPj(Y» = labg2(cJ>(x), cJ>(y». 
Consequently labg, (x, y) = labg2(cJ>(x), cJ>( y». 
Since cases (i) and (ii) are exhaustive, the claim holds. 0 
Clearly, Claim 6.9 implies the theorem. 0 
The following example shows that the above result does not hold for 2-structures. 
6.10. Example. Consider the following 2-structures g. and g2 and their quotients 
(Figs. 16 and 17) where fYl. = {X., X 2} with X. = {l, 2}, and X2 = {3, 4}, and £n2 = {Y., 
Y2} with Y. ={I, 2} and Y2={3, 4}. We note that subg,(X,) isom subg2 ( 1';) for i E {I, 
2}, and the function p,: £n .... £n 2 such that p,(X,) = Y; for i E {t, 2} is an isomorphism 
of gd£n. onto g2/£n2. Hence conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 6.8 are satisfied. 
However, obviously g. is not isomorphic with g2' 
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Fig. 16. 
Fig. 17. 
The notions concerning tree families and 2s-labeled tree families carryover to 
the framework of labeled 2-structures in the natural way. 
6.11. Definition. A 12s-1abeled tree family is a triple f3 = (D, ~, cp) such that a = (D, 
~) is a tree family, cp is a function on in(a) such that, for each X E in(a), cp(X) 
is a 12s with dom(cp(X» =ddesa(X). Moreover, if, for each X E in(a), cp(X) is 
special, then f3 is a special 12s-labeled tree family. 
For a 12s-labeled tree family f3 =(D, ~, cp), the underlying 2s-1abeled tree family, 
denoted und(f3), is the 2s-labeled tree family f3' = (D, ~, cp'), where for each 
X E in(F), cp'(X) = und(cp(X». 
We use L2STF(D) and L2S.TF(D) to denote the collection of all12s-labeled tree 
families over D and the collection of all special 12s-labeled tree families over D, 
respectively. 
6.12. Definition. Let g = (D, R, .1, 8) be a 12s. 
(1) A tree family of g is a tree family of und(g). 
(2) The prime tree family of g is the prime tree family of und(g). 
(3) A 12s-1abeled treefamily ofg is a f3 = (D,~, cp)E L2STF(D) such that a = (D, 
~) is a tree family of g, and, for each XE in(a), cp(X)=subg(X)/ddesa(X). 
(4) The shape ofg is the 12s-labeled tree family (D, ~, cp) of g such that (D,~) 
is the prime tree family of g. 
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For a 12s g we use TF(g), L2STF(g), ptf(g), and shape(g) to denote the set of 
all tree families of g, the set of alll2s-labeled tree families of g, the prime tree family 
of g, and the shape of g, respectively. 
Properties of shapes of 2-structures as presented in Section 4 carryover to labeled 
2-structures. It is important to notice that Theorem 4.7 now has the following 
formulation. 
We need the following definition first. 
6.13. Definition. A {3 = (D, fE, cp) E L2STF(D) is disjoint iff ualph(cp(X» n 
ualph(cp(Y» =0 for all X, YEfE such that XEddes/3(Y), and either both cp(X) 
and cp( Y) are complete, or both cp(X) and cp( Y) are linear. 
6.14. Theorem. For each 12s g, shape(g) is disjoint. 
To a 12s-labeled tree family we assign a 12s as follows. 
6.15. Definition. Let D be a finite nonempty set, and let {3 = (D, fE, cp) E L2STF(D). 
The labeled 2-structure of (3, denoted 12s({3), is the 12s (D, R, .1, 5) such that 
for all (x, Y)EE2(D), 5(x, y)=5'(bp/3(x, y» where 5' is the labeling function of 
cp(1ca/3(x, y». 
Hence in 12s({3) the union of all classes of 2s(und({3» that have the same label 
becomes one class of part(12s({3». This is the major difference with 2-structures 
where for a given (3 E 2STF(D) different ways of combining classes of 2s({3) would 
yield different 2-structures g for which (3 E 2STF(g) (see Lemma 5.10). 
As a consequence of this "deterministic character" of 12s({3) one obtains the 
following easy to see result pointing out an important difference between 2-structures 
and labeled 2-structures. 
6.16. Lemma. Let g be a 12s and let (3 E L2STF(g). Then 12s({3) =g. 
This result has important consequences. In particular it implies the empty intersec­
tion of the sets of 12s-labeled tree families of different labeled 2-structures. 
6.17. Theorem. Let g.. g2 be labeled 2-structures. Then g."# g2 iff L2STF(g.) n 
L2STF(g2) =0. 
Proof. (i) Obviously, L2STF(g.) n L2STF(g2) =0 implies g."# g2 (as otherwise 
shape(g.) = shape(g2) is in the intersection). 
(ii) Assume that g."# g2 and L2STF(g.) n L2STF(g2)"# 0. Consider (3 E 
L2STF(g.) n L2STF(g2)' Then, by Lemma 6.16, 12s({3) = g. and 12s({3) = g2, which 
contradicts the fact that g. "# g2' 
Hence g. ¢ g2 implies L2STF(g.) n L2STF(g2) =0. The theorem follows from (i) 
and (ii). 0 
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In particular, we obtain the injectiveness of the shape function for labeled 
2-structures. 
6.18. Corollary. Let gt, g2 be labeled 2-structures. Then gt =g2 iff shape(gt) = 
shape(g2). 
Proof. (i) Obviously, gt = g2 implies shape(gt) = shape(g2). 
(ii) If shape(gt) = shape(g2), then L2STF(gt) n L2STF(g2) ofi 0. Hence, by Theorem 
6.17, gt = g2· 
The result now follows from (i) and (ii). 0 
Thus the situation for labeled 2-structures is drastically different from the situation 
for 2-structures. In the case of 2-structures one can have different 2-structures gt, 
g2 such that they have common 2s-labeled tree families and even common shapes 
(e.g., the 2-structures gt. g2 given in Figs. 16 and 17, respectively, have the same 
shape). 
For special and disjoint 12s-labeled tree families we have the following situation. 
6.19. Theorem. Let 13 be a disjoint special 12s-labeled tree family. For each 12s g, 
13 E L2STF(g) iff 13 =shape(g). 
Proof. Obviously, 13 = shape(g) implies 13 E L2STF(g). To prove the converse we 
proceed as follows. Let 13 = (D, ~, ((i) E L2STF(g). Clearly to prove that 13 =shape(g) 
it suffices to prove that ~= [lPcg(g). Let l' = (D, ~', ((i') =shape(g). 
(1) ~ r;;. [lPcg(g). Since 13 E L2STF(g), ~ r;;. cg(g). Assume to the contrary that ~ 
contains a clan of g that is not prime; let X be a smallest (w.r.t. inclusion) element 
of ~ with this property. Let Z be the direct ancestor of X in 13, and let Y be the 
smallest prime clan of g containing X. Since Y is prime, either Z r;;. Y or Y c Z; 
we will consider these two cases separately. 
(i) Z r;;. Y. Since X c Y, by (the "labeled version" of) Lemma 4.5, q/( Y) is either 
complete or linear, and subg(X)/ 91l is either complete or linear, where 9ll r;;. ddesy ( Y) 
is such that X =U91l. Since Xc Z r;;. Y, this implies that 
(a) subg(Z)/rffi is either complete or linear, where rffi r;;. ddesy ( Y) is such that 
Z=Urffi, 
(b) subiZ)/rffi is complete (linear) iff subg(X)/91l is complete (linear, respec­
tively), and 
(c) ua/ph(subg(X)/rffi) n ua/ph(subg(Z)/rffi) ofi 0. 
But (a), (b), and (c) imply that either both ({i(X) and ({i(Z) are complete or both 
({i(X) and ({i(Z) are linear, while ua/ph( ((i(X» n ualph«({i(Z» ofi 0, which contradicts 
the fact that 13 is disjoint. 
(ii) Y c Z. Since Xc Y, and Y is prime, there exists [lP c ddes/3(Z) such that 
1[lP1> 1, and Y=U[lP. Thus, by Theorem 1.4.17, ({i(Z) contains a prime nontrivial 
clan, contradicting the fact that ({i(Z) is special. 
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Since cases (i) and (ii) are exhaustive, we conclude that assuming that flF contains 
a clan not in £iJC€(g) leads to a contradiction. Consequently flF <;;. £iJC€(g). 
(2) £iJC€(g) <;;. f!F. Assume to the contrary that £iJC€(g) - flF is nonempty. Since DE flF, 
this implies that there exist Y E flF' and Z E ddesy ( Y) such that Y E flF and Z i!. flF 
(otherwise £iJC€(g) <;;. flF). Consider now ddesfJ( Y) ={VI, ... , Vk } for some k ~ 1. First 
of all we notice that, for no i E {t, ... , k}, Z <;;. v" because then Z c v" and because 
by (1) we know that V; E £iJC€(g), Lemma 3.15 (and the fact that Z E ddesy ( Y» 
would imply that V, = Y; a contradiction. Thus, because Z E £iJC€(g) and Z c y, 
there exists I <;;. {I, ... , k} such that 1< III < k and Z =U)EI \j. 
Since {3 is special we have three cases to consider. 
(i) lP ( Y) is primitive. Since 1 < II I< k, Theorem 1.4.17 implies that lP ( Y) contains 
a nontrivial clan; a contradiction. 
(ii) lP(Y) is complete. Then Lemma 1.4.23(1), Lemma 1.4.10, and Theorem 1.4.17 
imply that g contains a clan overlapping Z; a contradiction (Z E flF' and so Z E 
£iJC€(g». 
(iii) lP( Y) is linear. Then Lemma 1.4.23(2), Lemma 1.4.10, and Theorem 1.4.17 
imply that g contains a clan overlapping Z; a contradiction. 
Since cases (i), (ii), and (iii) are exhaustive, we conclude that assuming that there 
exists X E £iJC€(g) - flF' leads to a contradiction. Consequently £iJC€(g) <;;. flF. 
From (1) and (2) it follows that £iJC€(g) = flF. 0 
Theorem 6.19 gives the following characterization of 12s-shapes (a 12s-labeled tree 
family is a 12s-shape iff it is the shape of a 12s). 
6.20. Corollary. A 12s-labeled tree family {3 is a 12s-shape iff{3 is special and disjoint. 
Proof. Let {3 = (D, flF, lP). 
(1) Assume that {3 is a 12s-shape. Then, by Theorem 4.2, {3 is special and, by 
Theorem 6.14, {3 is disjoint. 
(2) Assume that {3 is special and disjoint. Since {3 is a 12s-labeled tree family it 
is easily seen that (3 E L2STF(12s({3» (this is the "labeled version" of Lemma 5.11 
the proof of which carries over to labeled 2-structures). Then, since {3 is special 
and disjoint, Theorem 6.19 implies that (3 =shape (12s({3». 0 
As a matter of fact, it turns out that, for a 12s g, all special12s-labeled tree families 
from L2STF(g) are obtained from shape(g) by a rather natural operation of 
refinement. 
6.21. Definition. Let 'Y = (D, flF, lP) and {3 = (D, flF', lP') be 12s-labeled tree families. 
We say that {3 is a refinement of'Y iff ~ <;;. ~'. 
6.22. Theorem. Let g be a 12s. Each (3 E L2SsTF(g) is a refinement of shape(g). 
Proof. Let {3 =(D, flF, lP). To prove that (3 is a refinement of shape(g) we have to 
prove that £iJC€(g) <;;. flF. Assume to the contrary that £iJC€(g) ~ flF. Let X be a node 
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of shape(g) such that X is in fF, but there exists Y E ddesshape(g)(X) such that Ye fF; 
since D E fF, such an X exists. 
Now reasoning very much in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 6.19 (see 
part (2) of this proof), we prove that there exists ~ ~ ddes13 (X) such that 1< I~I < 
Iddesl3(X)1 and Y =U~. Since YEg>Cf6(cp(X» - ,o/"Cf6(g), we have then by Theorem 
1.4.12 that YEg>Cf6(cp(X»-,o/"Cf6(cp(X», contradicting the fact that cp(X) must be 
special. 
Hence the assumption that g>Cf6(g) g; fF leads to a contradiction, and consequently 
g>Cf6 (g) ~ fF. 
Thus the theorem holds. 0 
We conclude this section by discussing the relationship between the notion of a 
12s and the notion of a graph. 
Again, an antireflexive graph h may be translated into a reversible 12s by consider­
ing the classes Cb , Ce , C" and Cn (see Section 1.3.3 starting after Example 1.3.7). 
The important difference is that now we use labels B, E, R, and N to identify classes 
Cb , Ce , C" and Cn, respectively (see Example 1.3.10). 
Since these labels are now unique (with this specific "semantics") the correspon­
dence between antireflexive graphs and labeled 2-structures is now one-to-one in 
the following sense: given an antireflexive graph h one obtains (as in the case of 
2-structures) the labeled 2-structure g induced by h, where (unlike in the case of 
2-structures) if hI' h2 are different antireflexive graphs, then the corresponding 
induced labeled 2-structures gl, g2 are also different. 
Until now we have considered "translating" antireflexive unlabeled graphs into 
the framework of (labeled) 2-structures. As a matter of fact an "arbitrary" sort of 
a finite graph (where the word "graph" has a generic meaning) can be translated 
into a labeled 2-structure. 
Consider an antireflexive node-labeled graph h = (D, T, I, r/J) where (D, T) is an 
antireflexive graph, I is a finite nonempty node-label alphabet, and r/J: D ~ I is 
the node-labeling function of h. 
(1) We classify elements of E2(D) into the following classes. For each (p, 
q)EI xI, 
Cb(p, q) = {(x, y): (x, y) E T, (y, x) E T, r/J(x) =p and r/J(y) = q}, 
CAp, q) = {(x, y): (x, y) E T, (y, x) e T, r/J(x) =p and r/J(y) = q}, 
Cr(p, q) = {(x, y): (x, y) e T, (y, x) E T, r/J(x) =p and r/J(y) = q}, 
Cn(p, q) = {(x, y): (x, y) e T, (y, x) e T, r/J(x) =p and r/J(y) = q}. 
(2) Let 
.:1 = {B(p, q): (p, q) E I x I} 
u {E (p, q): (p, q) E I x I} 
u {R(p, q): (p, q) E I x I} 
u {N(p, q): (p, q) E I x I}. 
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Now h is translated into the 12s g = (D, ~, .:1, li), where ~ consists of all nonempty 
classes defined under (1) above, and for each (p, q) E I x I, 
if Cb(p, q);c 0, then c5( Cb(p, q» = B(p, q), 
if Ce(p, q);c 0, then c5( CAp, q» = E(p, q), 
if C,(p, q);c 0, then c5( C,(p, q» =R(p, q), 
if Cn(p, q);c 0, then c5( Cn(p, q» = N(p, q). 
Consider an anti reflexive edge-labeled graph h = (D, T, I), where D is a finite 
nonempty set of nodes, I is a finite nonempty edge-label alphabet, and T ~ 
D x I x D is the set of labeled edges. Now h is translated into the 12s g = (D, ~, 
.:1, c5), where.:1 ={(I" I 2): I" I2~I}, and c5 is defined by: for each (x,y) E EiD), 
c5(x, y) =(Ix, Iy), where Ix ={A E I: (x, A, y) E T} and Iy ={A E I: (y, A, x) E T}. 
Combining the methods discussed above, one obtains a method of translating 
antireflexive node- and edge-labeled graphs into labeled 2-structures. 
Multiedges can be easily accommodated as edge labels: if in an antireflexive 
unlabeled graph we have, say, three edges between nodes x and y, then we can 
replace these three edges by one edge labeled by 3. The edge-labeled graph so 
obtained can now be translated into a labeled 2-structure in a way explained above. 
Until now we have considered antireflexive graphs. However, loops (i.e., edges 
of the form (x, x» can easily be accommodated by node labels: one labels a node 
y by 0 if it does not have a loop on it and by 1 otherwise. The antireflexive 
node-labeled graph so obtained can now be translated into a labeled 2-structure in 
the way explained above. 
Combining all the translation methods discussed above, one can translate a very 
general notion of a "graph" (node- and edge-labeled, with loops, with multi­
edges, ...) into a labeled 2-structure. 
7. Grammatical point of view 
In this section we will take a generative point of view at (labeled) 2-structures in 
the sense that we will consider how to construct (generate) 2-structures from other 
2-structures by a sequence of successive rewritings (substitutions) where in each 
step an element of a 2s is rewritten (substituted) by a 2s. Our considerations are 
quite grammatical in nature in the sense that such sequences ofrewritings correspond 
to derivations in graph grammars (see, e.g., [4]), and the 2s-labeled tree families 
associated with 2-structures resulting from such rewritings correspond to derivation 
trees. In this sense, this section explains the relationship between (labeled) 2­
structures and "their" (l)2s-labeled tree families in a "constructive" way. 
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The character of this section is less formal, in the sense that we do not formulate 
many formal results, and moreover, for the two theorems given we do not provide 
(rather straightforward) proofs. The aim of this section is to point out the main 
idea concerning the "grammatical nature" of (labeled) 2-structures. 
We begin by defining the (results of a) rewriting of an element of a 2s by a 2s, 
and defining the (result of a) replacing of an element of a 2s-labeled tree family by 
(the domain of) a 2s. 
7.1. Definition. Let g = (D, 9P) be a 2s, let xED, and let h be a 2s such that 
dom(h) (") (D - {x}) =0. 
(1) For each P E 9P, let 
P(xl h) = (P (") «D -{x}) x (D -{x}))) 
u {(u, v): (u, x) E P and v E dom(h)} 
u {(v, u): (x, u) E P and v E dom(h)}. 
Then 9P(xlh)={P(xlh): PE 9P}. 
(2) The family of 2-struetures resulting from rewriting x by h in g, denoted 
rew(g; xl h), is the family of 2-structures defined as follows. A 2s f is in rew(g; 
xlh) iff 
(i) dom(f)=(D-{x})udom(h), 
(ii) for every Q E part(f), either Q E part(h) or Q E 9P(xl h) or there exist p) E 
9P(xlh) and P2Epart(h) such that Q=p)uP2, 
(iii) for every P E 9P (xI h) u part( h) there exists Q E part(f) such that Pc;;, Q. 
7.2. Example. Let g be the 2s shown in Fig. 18 and let h be the 2s shown in Fig. 
19. For the class P of part(g) that is labeled B in Fig. 18, we have P(3Ih)={(2, 
4), (4, 2)}u({I}x{5, 6, 7})u({5, 6, 7}x{I}). The 2sf) shown in Fig. 20 belongs to 
rew(g; 31 h). Here all classes of part(h) become classes of part(ft). Also the 2s f2 
Fig. 18. Fig. 19. 
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Fig. 20. 
shown in Fig. 21 belongs to rew(g; 3Ih). Now the class of part(h) containing (6, 
7) becomes a class ofpart (f2), while the class ofpart(h) containing (5, 6) is "merged" 
with the class of part(g) containing (I, 2), and the class of part(h) containing (5, 
7) is merged with the class of part(g) containing (2, 3). 
Clearly, there are many other combinations of merging classes of part(h) with 
classes of part(g) to form various 2-structures in rew(g; xl h). 
Before we give the next definition we need the following notation. Let g = (D, 
R) be a 2s and let JL be a bijection on D. Then JL[g] is the 2s (D', R') where 
D' =JL(D), and, for all (x, y), (u, v) E BiD), (x, y) R (u, v) iff (JL(x), JL(Y» R' 
(JL(u), JL(v». 
Fig. 2t. 
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7.3. Definition. Let {3 =(D, [!F, cp) be a 2s-labeled tree family, let xED, and let h 
be a 2s such that dom (h) n (D - {x}) =0. The replacement of x by h in {3, denoted 
rep({3; x/ h), is the 2s-labeled tree family 'Y = (D', [!F', cp') defined as follows. Let ,." 
be the bijection on [!F defined by 
foreachZE[!F, {z ,.,,(Z)= (Z-{x})udom(h) if xeZ, ifxEZ. 
(i) D'=(D-{x})udom(h). 
(ii) [!F' = {,.,,(Z): Z E [!F}u SING(dom(h)). 
(iii) cp' is defined by 
ifxeZ, 
for each Z E in([!F), cp'(,.,,(Z)) ={:i:~z)] ifxE Z, 
if Idom(h)1 > 1, then cp'(dom(h)) =h, otherwise cp'(dom(h)) is undefined. 
7.4. Example. Consider the 2s-labeled tree family {3 shown in Fig. 22 and let h be 














7.5. Remark. In the above example we have been giving labels even for complete 
2-structures. Clearly this is not needed in specifying 2-structures; the reason we do 
so is that in the second part of this section we will view these 2-structures (or rather 
their pictorial representation) as labeled 2-structures so that we do not have to give 
the "same" figure twice! Also in the forthcoming examples we will still give complete 
2-structures in this way. 
We will describe now a nondeterministic procedure which for each i;;;. 0 produces 
a pair (g;, /3,), where g; is a 2s and {3; is a 2s-1abeled tree family. As a matter of fact 
7 
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the procedure may be also seen as nondeterministically generating sequences (go, 
(3o), (gt. (31), (g2, (32),"" (g;, (3;), where for each O~j~ i, gj is a 2s and (3j is a 
2s-labeled tree family. 
The procedure PAIRS works as follows. 
(0) Let go=(Do, 0) be a 2s such that IDol=l, and let (3o=(Do, fIFo, 0) be the 
2s-labeled tree family such that fIFo = {Do}. 
(1) Set i = 1. 
(2) Let Xi-I ED i- I and let hi be a 2s. Let gi E rew(gi_l; xi-t! hi) and let (3i = 
rep ({3i-1 ; xi-II hi)' 
(3) Set i:= i+ 1. 
(4) Goto (2). 
Thus PAIRS works as follows. It begins by choosing a one-element 2s go and a 
one-singleton 2s-labeled tree family {3o, where the singleton of (3o is the domain of 
go. Then for each i;;a: 1, a choice of an element Xi-I of dom(gi_l) and the choice of 
a 2s h/ is made. With this choice, g; is chosen from rew(g;_I; x,-t! hi) and (3; equals 
rep({3;_I; x/_II h;). Hence one replaces Xi-I by h; in {3,-1 to obtain {3;. To obtain g" 
one rewrites X;_I by h/ in g;_I, and then 
(i) all the 2-edges of the form (u, v) with u Edom(gi_l) - {X;-I} and v Edom(h;) 
are "hereditary" in the sense that they are g,-equivalent to 2-edges of gi that are 
g;_I-equivalent to (u, x); 
(ii) all the 2-edges of the form (v, u) with v Edom(hi ) and u Edom(g,_I) -{X;-I} 
are "hereditary" in the sense that they are g;-equivalent to 2-edges of g; that are 
g;_I-equivalent to (x, u); 
(iii) each class of h; either becomes a class of g; or is added to a class of g;_1 
(possibly already "extended" by (i) and (ii) above), where different classes of h; 
are added to different classes of g;-I' 
It is the choice made under (iii) above that makes PAIRS "really nondeterministic" 
in the sense that, given go, and the sequence (xo, hI)' (XI, h2), ••• , (X;_I, h,) of 
choices for each step of the element to be rewritten, and the 2s that the element 
must be rewritten by, a 2s g, does not have to be uniquely determined. 
The basic property of PAIRS is expressed by the following result. 
7.6. Theorem. For each i;;a: 0, (3, E 2STF(g;). Moreover, for each pair (g, (3) such that 
g is a 2s and (3E2STF(g), there exists a sequence (go, (3o), (gt. (31),.··,(g" (3,), 
i;;a: 0, generated by PAIRS such that g = g; and {3 = (3;. 
It is also clear that, for each i;;a: 1, g; E IDM(2s({3;), while, in general, there may 
existfE IDM(2s({3,» such that the pair (f, (3;) is not produced by PAIRS. 
Thus PAIRS describes various ways of generating a 2s gi by a sequence of 
"node-rewritings" starting from a "one-node" 2s go, giving at the same time a 
2s-labeled tree family (3; E 2STF(g;). Hence one can view 2stree({3,) to be a "deriva­
tion tree" of gi, where in a "derivation corresponding" to 2stree({3i) (hence in the 
sequence of "steps" corresponding to choices of (Xj:"'1t hj ), O~j~ i, starting with 
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go) at each step a nondeterministic choice in forming classes of gj, as discussed 
above, is made. Given 2stree(f3i), various strategies of traversal of inner nodes of 
2stree(f3i), with the given specific choices for merging classes of hi with classes of 
g,_I, give various derivations of gi' 
7.7. Example. Let go =({I}, 0) and f30 =({l}, {{I}}, 0). In the rest of this example 
we will give 2s-labeled tree families through their 2s-labeled trees (as we have done 
already in Example 7.4). Let hI> h2' h3' h4 be the 2-structures shown in Figs. 25, 
26, 27 and 28, respectively. Then for the 2-structures gl> g2, g3, g4 (Figs. 29-32), 
we have gl E rew(go; 1/ hI), g2 E rew(gl; 1/h2), g3 E rew(g2; 5/h3), g4 E rew(g3; 5/ h4). 
For the 2s-labeled tree families f31, f32, f33, f34 (Figs. 33-36), we have f31 = rep(f3o; 
1/hI), f32 = rep(f3I; 1/h2), f33 = rep(f32; 5/ h3), f34 = rep(f33; 5/ h4). 
Thus the sequence (go, f3o), (gl> f31), (g2, f32), (g3, f33), (g4, f34) is a sequence 
generated by PAIRS. It is easy to see that (according to Theorem 7.6) f3, E 2STF(gi) 
for 0:::; ;:::;4; actually, since each h, is special, we have f3i E 2SsTF(gi)' 
Also for 2-structures g;, g~, gL g~ such that g; = gl and g~, g~, g~ differ from 
g2, g), g4 by the fact that 2-edges (1, 3) and (3, 1) form a separate class (rather 
than to belong to the class of (1, 4), (4, 1), (2, 4), ... , etc. labeled by K in Figs. 
30-32; now in the corresponding figures for g~, g~, g~ the symmetric edge (1, 3) 
Fig. 25. hI' Fig. 26. h2 • 
c 
A 
Fig. 27. h). 
~ 
L 
Fig. 28. h4 • 
Fig. 29. 81 =hI . Fig. 30. g2' 
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K 
Fig. 31. g3' 
K 
Fig. 32. g4' 
would be labeled by, e.g., N), we have g; E rew(go; 1/hi), g~ E rew(g;; 1/h2)' 
g~ E rew(g~; 5/h3)' g~ E rew(g~; 5/h4). The difference with generating the sequence 
go, gl, g2, g3, g4 is that now in rewriting 1 by h2 in gl the decision was made to 
have the class {(I, 3), (3, 1)} from h2 to be a class of g~. 
Again, (go, f3o), (g;, f31), (g~, f32), (g~, f33)' (g~, f34) is a sequence generated by 
PAIRS and we have f3, E 2SsTF(g,) for 1.::;; i.::;; 4; moreover, now we have g: =2s(f3,), 
Also the sequence (go, f3o), (g .. f31), (g;, f3;), (g;, f3D, (g4, f34), where g; and 
g3 are as shown in Figs. 37 and 38 and M, f33 are as shown in Figs. 39 and 40, is 
generated by PAIRS. 
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Fig. 34. f32' 
7.8. Remark. If a sequence (go, 130), (g., 13.), ... , (g" 13i) generated by PAIRS is 
such that 13, =shape(g,) (and the sequence g., ... , gi corresponds to a traversal of 
2stree(13i», then gi is obtained by a sequence of rewritings such that in each step 
a special 2s hj is used to rewrite an element x,_. of g,_. (1 ~j ~ i). Hence the main 
result of this paper (Theorem 4.2) implies that each 2s can be obtained from special 
2-structures by a sequence of rewritings (of an element of a 2s by a 2s). It is in this 
sense that we have said in the foregoing that each 2s is constructed (or built-up) 
from special 2-structures. 
We will now consider labeled 2-structures. 
The basic difference with the case of 2-structures is that now rewriting an element 
(a node) x in a l2s g by a 12s h leads to a unique l2s (the result of rewriting x by 




Fig. 35. f33' 
h in g}, rather than to a family of labeled 2-structures. The reason is that now the 
labels of classes in g and the labels of classes in h determine uniquely the result 
(once x is chosen). 
7.9. Definition. Let g =(D, PJ, J, lp) be a 12s, let xED, and let h be a 12s such that 
dom(h) n (D - {x}) =0. The result of rewriting x by h in g is the 12s f such that: 
(i) dom(f) = (D -{x}) u dom(h), 
(ii) J'=Jualph(h), 
(iii) For each (y, z) E Eidom(f)}, 
labf(y, z) = lp(y, z) if(y, z) E (D-{x}) x (D-{x}), 
labr(y, z) = labh(y, z) if (y, z) E E2(dom(h», 
labf(y, z) = lp(x, z) if y E dom(h} and ZED -{x}, 
labf(y, z} = lp(y, x} if yE D-{x} and ZE dom(h}. 
7.10. Example. For the 12s g given in Fig. 18, and the 12s h given in Fig. 19, the 
12s h given in Fig. 20 equals rew(g; 3/ h}. 
For labeled 2-structures procedure PAIRS becomes LPAIRS and it works as 
follows. 
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Fig. 36. /34' 
Fig. 37. g2' 
(0) Let go =(Do. 0. 0. 0) be a 12s such that IDol =1 and let {3o = (Do, ~o, 0) be 
the 12s-labeled tree family where ~o={Do}. 
(1) Set i = 1. 
(2) Let Xi E D,_1 and let hi be a 12s. Let gi = rew(gi_l; xi-II hi) and (3i = rep({3i-l; 
xi-II h;). 
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Fig. 38. g3. 
4 
7 
(3) Set i:= i+ 1. 
(4) Goto (2). 
Analogously to the case of 2-structures we have the following result. 
7.11. Theorem. For each i ~ 0, f3i E L2STF(gJ. Moreover, for each pair (g, f3) such 
that g is a 12s and f3 E L2STF(g) there exists a sequence (go, f3o), (g" f3,), ... , (g" 
f3i), i ~ 0, generated by LPAIRS such that g = g, and f3 = f3,. 
The procedure LPAIRS is deterministic in the sense that given go and the sequence 
of choices (xo, h,), ... , (Xi-I, hi), the sequence of labeled 2-structures gl,"" gi is 
5 
Fig. 39. Pi. 




Fig. 40. f3i. 
uniquely determined. Thus for each traversal (of internal nodes) of 12stree({3;) one 
obtains a unique derivation go, gl, ... ,g, of gi. 
7.12. Example. Let go=({1}, 0, 0, 0) and {3o=({l}, {{I}}, 0, 0). Let h.. h2' h3' h4 
be the labeled 2-structures given in Figs. 25-28, respectively, let g.. g2, g3, g4 be 
the labeled 2-structures given in Figs. 29-32, respectively, and let {3 .. {32, {33, {34 be 
the 12s-labeled tree families given in Figs. 33-36, respectively. 
Then the sequence (go, (3o), (g.. (31), (g2, (32), (gh (33), (g4, (34) is the sequence 
generated by LPAIRS determined by (go, (3o) and the sequence of choices (1, hi), 
(1, h2), (5, h3), (5, h4) determining, for each 1 ~ i ~ 4, which element Xi-I of each 
gi-t must be rewritten and the l2s hi that X,-t must be rewritten by. 
8. Discussion 
In Parts I and II of this paper we have initiated the theory of 2-structures. The 
main result of the paper states that each 2-structure can be defined by a tree in 
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which 2-structures used for defining local relationships in each node are either linear 
or complete or primitive. Moreover, each labeled tree structure has a unique tree 
of this kind. One can also interpret this result by saying that each labeled 2-structure 
has a unique decomposition into linear, complete and primitive labeled 2-structures. 
Since each graph (in a very general sense: it may be node-labeled, edge-labeled, 
with multi edges, ...) can be "unambiguously" translated into a labeled 2-structure, 
this implies that each graph has a unique decomposition into linear, complete or 
primitive graphs (where a graph is linear, complete, or primitive iff the corresponding 
labeled 2-structure is of this sort). 
There are a number of research directions that we consider important for the 
development of the theory of (labeled) 2-structures. Here are some of them. 
(1) Intuitively it is rather clear that out of the three basic (labeled) 2-structures 
(linear, complete and primitive), the primitive ones are the ones that are difficult, 
and the "complexity" of a (I)2s is determined by its primitive substructures. Hence 
understanding primitive 2-structures is very essential for the development of the 
theory of 2-structures. 
One way of developing such an understanding is to express the primitivity of a 
(1)2s in terms of its substructures; a result in this direction is presented in [3]. Also, 
an important problem in this direction is determining when the isomorphism between 
primitive substructures of two given 2-structures extends to the isomorphism of the 
2-structures themselves. 
(2) There are many operations on 2-structures that one can consider or that are 
already considered in the literature (in the graph formulation). However, most of 
such operations do not take into account the structural properties of their arguments. 
From the point of view of this paper, a binary operation op on 2-structures is 
"natural" if it could be translated into a binary operation OP on shapes in such a 
way that for (labeled) 2-structures g., g2 with shapes f3., f32t respectively, OP(f3., 
f32) is the shape of op(g., g2)' 
One obvious requirement for op to be natural is that clans of g., g2 remain clans 
of op(g., g2)' 
(3) The notion of a 2-structure is a special case of the notion of a (k., ... , kn )­
structure, where n;;o1 and k. < ... < kn (with each k, being a positive integer), which 
is defined as follows. For a finite nonempty set D and a positive integer k, a k-edge 
over D is an ordered k-tuple (x., ... , Xk) of different elements of D; we use Ek(D) 
to denote the set of all k-edges over D. 
8.1. Definition. Let n;;o 1 and let k., ... , kn be positive integers such that k. < k2 < 
.. ·<kn • 
(1) A (k., ... , kn)-structure is a system g =(D, R., ... , R"), where D is a finite 
nonempty set, and for each 1 ~ j~ n, R, is an equivalence relation on EdD). 
(2) A labeled (k., .. . , k")-structure is a system g = (D, R., ... , Rn, .:1 ..... , .:1n , 
8., ... , 8,,), where (D, R., ... , R") is a (k" ... , k")-structure, and, for each 1 ~ j ~ n, 
.:1; is a finite nonempty set (of labels), and l); is a function from EdD) into.:1; such 
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that, for (xlt ... ,Xk,), (YIt"',Yk)EEk,(D), 
5(xlt ···, Xk) =5(YIt ... , Yk) iff (x lt · .. , Xk) R, (YIt ... , Yk). 
Clearly a 2-structure is a special case of a (k1 , ••• , kn)-structure (more precisely, 
it is a (2)-structure). The reversibility condition becomes now the permutability 
condition. An equivalence relation R on Ek(D) is permutable iff for every permuta­
tion 1T of {I, ... , k} the following holds: for all (x lt ... , xd, (Yt. ... , yd E Ek(D), 
(xt. ... , xd R (YIt ... , Yk) implies (x1T (1),"" X1T(k» R (Y1T(1),' .. , Y1T(k»' 
Then we say that a (k1 , ••• , kn)-structure g = (D, R1 , ••• , Rn) is permutable iff, for 
each I ... i ... n, R; is permutable. It would be interesting to see to what extent the 
theory of (labeled) 2-structures can be extended to this more general notion of a 
structure. If it can, then a framework for the theory of hypergraphs (see, e.g., [1]) 
could be given; clearly the notion of a (kit ... , kn)-structure generalizes the notion 
of a hypergraph in the same way that the notion of a 2-structure generalizes the 
notion of a graph. 
(4) The relationship to graph grammars (see, e.g., [4]) indicated in Section 7 
should be more closely investigated. For example the following topics seem to be 
interesting. 
Since each graph has a unique representation by a labeled 2-structure, a set of 
graphs can be uniquely represented by a set of labeled 2-structures. Since each 12s 
has a unique shape, each set of graphs can be uniquely represented by a set of 
shapes, hence a set of node-labeled trees. In this way the problem of generating/ rec­
ognizing a set ofgraphs can be translated into the problem of generating/ recognizing 
a set of trees; a topic rather well understood. Also, the uniqueness of the shape of 
a 12s implies the existence of a unique grammar for each 12s and hence for each graph. 
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